Historic Jewish Atlanta App
Now you can carry the history of Jewish Atlanta around in your pocket!
Whether you’re a recent transplant, a lifelong resident, or interested in
showing some guests a little history, this app is the perfect way to
conveniently explore Atlanta's Jewish roots. No other city in the country
has an app exclusively devoted to its Jewish history and The Breman
Museum is proud to have brought you this one of a kind experience;
thanks to the generous support of the Weiller family in memory of
Margaret Straus Weiller.
This groundbreaking app allows users access
to articles on historic Jewish Atlanta or
Jewish involvement in the Civil Rights
Movement. By clicking "Sites Near Me"
users can view a map marked by dreidels that
each represent a unique historic site.
Clicking on a dreidel reveals a wealth of
detailed information on the site it represents,
and since your location is also marked on the
map it's easy to tell which ones are closest to
you!

The Historic Jewish Atlanta App also gives users the ability to create
shareable e-postcards that can be sent by text message, email, or social
media. The postcard tool allows you to take a picture or select a picture
from your photo library and place it on six unique backgrounds that
showcase images of some of the app's featured historic sites. Users are
even able to write text next to their picture to share their thoughts and
anything interesting they learned.
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Additional historic sites will continually be added to the app so there
will always be something new to see or visit. There are even plans in the
works to feature an online exhibition on the app in the coming year.
Download the app to your smartphone or tablet today by clicking one of
the links below or by searching “Historic Jewish Atlanta” in your App
Store or Play Store!
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